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How many hours of English 

do students get in school and 
university in Japan?

…..



小: ~35 hours / year (for two years)中: ~105 hours / year (for three years)高: ~120 hours / year (for three years)大: ~120 hours / year (for two years)

Total: ~985 hours in total

How many words of English 

do students get in school textbooks
in Japan?

…..

Eigo ノート ? / ?

New Horizon 728 words / 6148 total

Crown 2603 words / 34751 total

Mainstream 2450 words / 24079 total … in order to learn a word, 
students must encounter it 

20-50 times, in context

500 → 80,000-201,000
1,000 → 170,000-426,000
2,000 → 462,000-1,156,000
5,000 → 2.6m-6.6m
10,000 → 12.6m-31.6m

Eigo ノート ? / ?

New Horizon 728 words / 6148 total

Crown 2603 words / 34751 total

Mainstream 2450 words / 24079 total



… in order to learn a word, 
students must encounter it 

20-50 times, in context

Acquisition: 
it’s all about the numbers

What is the difference between 

extensive and intensive reading?
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75 headwords
526 words

75-350 headwords

ALT stories:

“… on Sunday I went to the park 
with my friends. We played soccer, 
but it was very hot so we stopped 
after 40 minutes. In the evening I 
cooked steak, rice, and miso soup. 
It was delicious!”

ALT stories:

“… on Sunday I went to the park 
with my friends. We played soccer, 
but it was very hot so we stopped 
after 40 minutes. In the evening I 
cooked steak, rice, and miso soup. 
It was delicious!”

comprehensible

authentic

supplementary

communication



The Internet is a great place to get lots of information. In fact, if you aren't 

careful you might get information overload! When we use the Internet to get 
information, it's necessary to remember some very important things.

Anyone can put anything on the Internet, and anyone can say they are an 
expert, even if they aren't. How can you protect yourself from the fake experts 

and get information from the real ones? One way is to pay attention to the URL 

of the website you are visiting. A website that ends in .gov, for example, is a 
website that belongs to the government. The state of California website 

(www.ca.gov) ends in .gov, as does the website for the federal government 

(www.usa.gov).

Another website ending is .edu, which stands for education. The website of City 
College of San Francisco is www.ccsf.edu

Another common ending is .org. At first, .org (for organization) was for non-
profit organizations or non-commercial groups, but more recently this is not 

necessarily true.

In the same way, .com was originally set up for commercial use. (178 words)

reading aloud

Start with Simple Stories めざせめざせめざせめざせ100万語万語万語万語
Tips for efficient reading



give translations after attacking the text



How can you help your students read more?


